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Site selection

The selection of site was

based on the placement of

the main Tram station, and

also the proposed music

centre and art museum

creating a residential friendly

space. The station will form

the platform for development

as this catalytic generator will

attract business and

pedestrians traffic. This will

be a staring point for the

densification of the urban

fabric within the inner city.

Trans-fer
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Locality

All major National Government Departments are located within the Inner

City of Tshwane, with a few exceptions. The governmental Infrastructure

Is supported by eleven International organizations, Including the United

Nations. the International Red Cross, the World Bank and the International

labor Organization. Several diplomatic representatives are also located

In Pretoria. and proposals exist to relocate these Institutions to the

Marabastad area to form part of the Struben Street Boulevard Development.

The drive to move Parliament to Pretoria will in effect unify governmental

services and enhance their efficiency. It Is essential to utilize this opportunity

In order to reinforce the image of Pretoria as capital city. (ISDF: 20)

The site is located in the Central Business District of Pretoria, on the

corner of Bloed and Paul Kruger streets. The district is identified as

sub-functional area in the ISDF. The land use within this part of the CBD

contains retail, offices and mixed activity areas. This area contains

governmental and municipal functions. It contains low-density mixed land

uses and has a lot of informal and formal components which creates

heavy vehicular and pedestrian traffic. From uncertain road proposals

this area is dominantly government owned.

Belle Ombre is located to the south of the railway line and to the north

of Boom street. It contains major retail facilities catering for pedestrian

activity, as well as activities relating to Marabastad and the CBD. There is

a major influx of people to the inner city through this area via

Belle Ombre station. (source: ISDF)
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Proposed site
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Land use

The development approach strategy for

the Inner City revolves around two main

principles:

Firstly, it is accepted that Pretoria is in a

constant state of flux caused by political,

social and environmental change over a

period of time. In order to comply with

this principle, any design approach or

building development should be

flexible and accommodating to cater

for predicted or unpredicted changes in

future conditions,

Secondly, the importance of Integration

between the multitudes of components

should be addressed and balanced to

ensure a holistic compatibility between

the city elements, (ISDF 4.1 p18)
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The situation inside the inner city now

reflects almost a non existence of a

residential component, only within the north

western part of the CBD residential units are

identified.

After group research done earlier this year it was concluded that there is a

great need for residential parts within the inner city.

The research indicated that the great influx of people from the rural areas finding

work within the inner city,

These people need homes and the closer people can life to work or to a tram station

the more sustainable impact it will have on the traffic flow within the inner city everyday.

A proposal that emerged from the group work is to limit traffic movement within

the inner city and to make it pedestrian dominant. The argument would not

have been feasible without the proposed tram system. Parking garages will

be proposed at the intersection of (identified as) important roads within the

inner city. The tram stations will be located close to these parking garages

feeding the people into the city without their cars.

Slowing down traffic movement within this identified pedestrian area should

make moving by car difficult and this will promote the use of the tram line.

Other examples to minimize traffic flow are to implement a fee when accessing

the pedestrian dominant zone.

City scale

the government buildings being built within the inner

city providing a lot of jobs, all play a major role in this conclusion.

Trans-figure
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Trans-ition

The adaptability for the proposed system lies in the
fact that it will be able to change to fluctuations
within the inner city in commercial and residential needs.
The building will be able to be fully dismountable and to
be moved from one location to another.

'Fashion' is a dirty word, so is 'temporary',

so is 'flashy'. Yet it is the creation of those

things that are necessarily fashionable,

temporary or flashy that has more to do

with the vitality of cities than 'monument

buildings'. The pulsation of city life is fast

so why not that of its environment? It

reflects rise and fall. coming and going

... change. So why not build for this?

(Bell, et al,1999:23)
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Site specific

A twenty four hour cycle will be needed to make the inner city more residential

friendly. The proposal on the site for residential close to the tram station

will be the midway link between the government boulevard ending at the

union buildings and the marabastad residential area. Situated next to the

main tram station this will be the ideal starting point for implementing the

residential sector into the inner city. The proposed music centre next in

Paul Kruger street,

the proposed Art museum next in Bloed street and the proposed bookstore

in house Jansen will accommodate the functions to help give a 24 hour

cycle to the area. Currently the inner city is only in use during working

hours. This proposal will serve as a starting point for the residential to grow

within the inner city. The other identified catalytic generators are the tram

stops. The residential and other developments that will follow will help to

densify the urban fabric.

One of the main strategies of the strategic Public Transport Plan (SPTP) of the

City Council of Tshwane is to create a “Compact City” where public transport stations

acts as urban generators in the inner city of Pretoria. This will combat the urban

sprawl phenomenon in the city where low density housing is provided on the periphery

of the city. The overall goal of this strategy is that 90% of developments will take

place in densified urban townships. (City of Tshwane: 2007 SPTP:40)

The key interchanges on Vancouver’s skytrain system, developed since the mid 1980’s,

have mixed commercial, office, residential, retail and markets within short walk of the

station. Strategies were aimed at providing new housing near the stations, creating

sub-centres with diversity and character, and encouraging further medium density

residential development and commercial mixed use development.

(What light Rail can do for cities: A review of what can be done, Appendix)

Main stops

/stations

Proposed lrt

line

High density

residential

development
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Figure Ground

The figure ground study indicates that the immediate

surroundings in the northern part of Paul Kruger

street, consists of a lot of open spaces between

buildings, the urban fabric is not dense enough.

The generator of the spatial configuration of the

area is the strong street structure. All movement

patterns from pedestrians and vehicular movement

are influenced by this configuration.Strategies are

necessary to densify the urban fabric to be appropriate

for the needs of the inner city and its users.

The proposed roads in the northern precinct of the

inner city played a major role in the urban fabric and

the poor developed area. Uncertainty kept developers

away from this area; the properties falling within the

designated area for the proposed roads are

governmentally owned.

Proposing a tram line running within this area will be

a great linkage, not only on small scale, but looking

at the major transporting nodes that will be linked the

tram stations between these important transporting

nodes will act as catalytic generators. These tram

stations will generate movement and activities that will

stimulate the area, and give opportunities to construct

mix-use buildings around these nodes. Residential

being one of the uses introduced.
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These maps show studies made on the northern precinct regarding the land use, and

the areas that needs improvement. Needed improvements to Paul Kruger street and the

identification of a residential zone for the area where the proposed site are situated

indicates the need for these improvements in studies done by other groups of people

on this area.
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This house was known earlier as

"Palmside". It was built in 1883

and has been declared a heritage

Victorian building in the Pretoria

CBD area.

This single storey house has a

detailed parapet wall and bay

window, as well as a tower with

overhanging roof over a veranda.

The veranda extends around the

corners of the house and its

structurally supported on timber

posts with mouldings. The entrance

is emphasized by a pitch roof and

wooden pediment between the gable

wall and the porch. The walls

are constructed with red face

brick and painted plaster, and

are covered with a corrugated

sheet metal roof. The house has

timber window frames as well as

timber floors.

It is a heritage monument.

(Le Roux, 1991, p22)
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THE PROPOSAL FOR THE HOUSE WILL

BE TO CONVERT IT INTO A BOOKSTORE, THIS

FUNCTION WAS CHOSEN TO EXTEND INTO AFTER

WORKING HOURS, TO ATTRACT PEOPLE TO THE

PUBLIC SQUARE AT NIGHT AS WELL. COMBINED

WITH THE RESTAURANTS AND MUSIC CENTRE

PROPOSALS IT WILL WORK ALL TOGETHER TO

ATTRACT PEOPLE TO THE SITE. WHEN THERE IS

PEOPLE ON THE SITE DAY AND NIGHT IT WILL

FULLFILL THE AIM TO MAKE THE SPACE RESIDENTIAL

FRIENDLY. PEOPLE DO NOT WANT TO LIVE IN A

DEAD ISOLATED ENVIRONMENT, WHICH WILL BE

THE CASE IF RESIDENTIAL UNITS ARE JUST

PLACED WITHIN THE CITY WITHOUT AN URBAN

FRAMEWORK.
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06:00 :00

18:00 06:00

15:00 06:00

12:00 06:00

09:00 06:00

Pretoria Climate Summer Winter

ave temperature

max 28.8 C 25.7 C

min 12.8 C 2.6 C

ave wind speed 41 km/h 60 km/h

ave rainfall 700 mm

sunny days 60% 80%

North

South

CLIMATE
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